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Jonas Brothers - Send It On
Tom: A
Intro: / Verso:

Oh word, just a word, until you mean what you say,
And love, isn't love until you give it away
We all got to give
Yeah something to give, to make a chang

Refrão:
        D                       A
Send It on(send it on), On and On (on and on),
       Gbm                E
Just one hand can heal another,
       D                           A
Be a part (be a part), reach your heart (reach your heart),
       Gbm               E
Just one spark starts a fire!
       D                       A
With one little action, the chain reaction
 Gbm          E
will never stop
            D
Make us strong,
            E             A
Shine a light and send it on

         A                        Gbm
Just smile, (just smile)and the world (and the world)
       Dbm              E
Will smile along with you,
         A         Gbm
That small act of love,
           Dbm              E
then the one will become two
        A
If we take the chances
       Gbm
To change circumstances
Dbm                E
Imagine all taht we could do if we

Ponte:
             Gbm                  Dbm

And there's power in all  the choices we make,
            E
So i'm starting now  not a moment to wait!
    A            Gbm              Dbm           E
A word's, just a word, 'til you mean what you say,
       A         Gbm           Dbm       E
And love, isn't love 'til you give it away

Refrão:
       D                       A
Send it on(send it on), on and on (on and on),
       Gbm                E
Just one hand can heal another,
       D                           A
Be a part (be a part), reach your heart (reach your heart),
       Gbm               E
Just one spark starts to fire!
       D                       A
With one little action, the chain reaction
 Gbm          E
Will never stop
            D
Make us strong,
            E             A
Shine a light and send it on

Send it on,
       Gbm                E
Just one hand can heal another,
       D                           A
Be a part (be a part), reach your heart (reach your heart),
       Gbm               E
Just one spark starts a fire!
       D                       A
With one little action, the chain reaction
 Gbm          E
Will never stop
            D
Make it strong,
            E             A
Shine a light and send it on
 E             A
Shine a light and send it on

Acordes


